TRUSTED MOMENTS
What would you do?

It’s Bianca’s 17th birthday, and she wants to party…

Trusted Moments is a short film for teenagers about risky behaviour.

Trusted Moments facilitates discussion and learning about the law of consent and the importance of respectful relationships.

The film also highlights the risks of using mobile phones to take and share sexually explicit or invasive images of young people.

The film is supported by a study guide, fact sheets and group activities for use in classrooms and youth centres. The Trusted Moments film and support materials can be found at www.trustedmoments.com.au.

Trusted Moments was developed by the Legal Services Commission as part of the EXPECT RESPECT! community education program with the support of the Law Foundation of SA.

“…a thought provoking film with a young dynamic cast, tackling big issues for young people.” Ashlee Page Director

Legal Services Commission OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA Logic Films For free and confidential legal advice call 1300 366 424.